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00:06
I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:24
I grew up in California during what seems in retrospect to be a sleepy period. Let's call it bt, before
tech. Back then, folks refer to themselves as native Californians, if they could trace their family's
roots back to the Gold Rush era. But there are more than 70 nations of people indigenous to
California, people whose roots in the state predate the arrival of Europeans. And that's just one
state out of 50. All with long human histories of resilience through change. If we could look at
ourselves in light not of months or years, but the long arc of centuries and millennia, how
differently might we feel about our own presence and that of our neighbors in any given place?
Today's poem considers a changing San Francisco written by a poet with Cherokee and euro
American heritage, the sense of community insists upon his tremendous we have always been by
Kim shuck.

01:39
Part One

01:42
today we must be moving closer to rain today for certain even in sleep, I listened for the window
rattle like every joyful jump rope song I ever knew. Part Two, we aren't gone, you know, in spite of
all reports, accusations, predictions, we aren't gone. They jack hammered our names out of the
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sidewalk there on 25th. The theater a gym, the theater, a parking garage, the theater a housing
development. The other day before dawn by the main library, the streets still steaming. I
remember when that was magic enough.

02:30
Part Three.

02:33
there on the hill, we used to pick wild blackberries. The woman on the corner tells me she can't
get rid of them. The canes keep coming up between carefully planted, unfamiliar roses. Part Four,
Pocket full of toasted beignets. Anything is possible. At this time of day, the bay is brighter than
the hills gives back light gives it back in overtone green of delta water, sinking blue, and Pacific. I
missed the mud flat sculptures on the way to the bridge. Part Five, rain and finally rain with that
characteristic laugh as if we spent every morning just like this. Part Six. I've built a bridge out of
coated copper wire and the tiny lawn daisies from near the museum. We aren't a museum, not a
funeral. Not a broken bottle. We've built a bridge together but haven't found the footings yet. I
know what they say. But they've been wrong before. Part Seven. Walk with me and I will show you
things. They aren't secrets but not too many people know them. Some will tell you that we were
one culture here. Listen, you can hear the goal cries too.

04:13
Part Eight

04:16
before they paved market, you could tell the time by the wind and dust. In that movie, they drive
by uncle Fred's tailor shop right there. You can see a couple through the window of the Victorian
on the fountain. Try to remember that the bay isn't just low tide. We are more than that.

04:45
The slowdown is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation.
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